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The Coming Together of 
Minds That Matter
The growing need to deliver and propagate 

relevant education in an effective and 
innovative manner in preschool, school and 

higher education domains was the central idea of 
the Elets 12th World Education Summit held in 
the national capital recently. The endeavour was 
to build an educated society capable of taking up 
challenges and becoming future-ready with the 
help of exchange of knowledge and experiences.

It was a congregation comprising a galaxy of 
edu-leaders from different parts of the world  
deliberating  upon the latest policies, innovations, 
practices, strategies and challenges of the global 
educational landscape. The city witnessed an 
impressive congregation and participation from 
the Indian education sector as well. 

Key decision-makers including education 
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ministers, top government officials, college/
university directors and vice-chancellors, school 
owners and principals leveraged  the platform to 
analyse, understand, and share their vision and 
modern-day practices to bring improvement in the 
education landscape.

The summit was inaugurated by Uttarakhand 
Higher Education Minister Dhan Singh Rawat and 
Nagaland Higher and Technical Education Minister 
Temjen Imna  along with other eminent dignitaries.

The two ministers are responsible for 
transformation of their respective state-wide 
spectrum of education sector spanning early 
learning, school, higher education, and skill and 
vocational training institutes.

On this occasion, 150th edition of 
digitalLEARNING magazine was also launched 
by Uttrakhand Higher Education Minister and 
Nagaland’s Higher and Technical Education 
Minister. 

Also present on the occasion was Augusto 
Montiel, Hon’ble Ambassador, Embassy of 
Venezuela; Anju Sharma, Principal Secretary, 
Higher and Technical education, Government of 
Gujarat; Ashutosh Pednekar, Secretary, Higher 
Education and Commissioner College Education, 
Government of Rajasthan; Ramanathan Ramanan, 
Mission Director, Atal Innovation Mission, 
Government of India; Ryan Pinto, CEO, Ryan 
International Group of Institutions and Divya Lal, 
Managing Director, Ebix Smartclass.

With National Skill Development Corporation 
(NSDC) as Skill Development Partner, the summit 
witnessed participation from Embassy of the 
Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, Embassy of 
Indonesia and Embassy of Estonia as country 
partners. 

Uttar Pradesh Government Department of Higher 
& Technical Education, Government of Rajasthan; 
Education Department of Government of Gujarat; 
Haryana Government; Uttarakhand Government, 
and Telangana State Board of Intermediate 
Education, Government of Telangana, were among 
the supporting State partners. 

Corporate like Benq was display solution partner; 
Ebix Smartclass – Digital Partner; Merittrac – 
assessment partner; acer – technology partner; 
Indiannica Learning –Knowledge Partner and 
Philips as air purification partner supported the 
educational conference to make it successful.

The two-day conference had two parallel sections: 
School Education and Higher Education. The 
school education section witnessed various 
brainstorming sessions including Adjustment vs 
Variety – 21st Century Leadership Challenge, 
Creative blending of traditional pedagogical 
approaches with digital contents and technology 
for school education, Dynamics of Emotional 
Cognitive Social Early Learning (ECSEL) & Growth 
Opportunities for Pre Schools, and many more.

Similarly, the Higher Education section witnessed 
sessions on Innovation & Technology; The 
Game Changer for Higher Education Scenario; 
Importance of PPP model (Public-Private-
Partnership) in Higher Education; Global Best 
Practices of Academia-Corporate Interface in 
Research & Development and Digital Education; 
Meeting the changing behaviour of student 
enrollment and the impact of technology, and 
many more.

During the summit, three roundtables were also 
organised. One roundtable was with Rajesh 
Aggarwal, Director General (Training), Ministry 
of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship, 
Government of India, to improve and boost skill 
education environment in the country through 
collaboration between private sector and 
Government. The other two roundtables were with 
the Government of Rajasthan and Government 
of India officials organised for participation of 
schools, universities, parents, students, educators 
and investors to create a high quality education 
sector. 

The industry presentations during the summit 
highlighted the scope of technology and its effects 
in the education sector and more participation of 
corporate for betterment of education landscape. 
digitalLEARNING magazine brings to you  the 
glimpses of the grand Elets 12th World Education 
Summit :
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Dhan Singh Rawat
Higher Education Minister, Government of Uttarakhand 

Temjen Imna Along
Minister, Higher & Technical Education, Government of Nagaland

“Uttarakhand has 31 universities and over 500 educational 
institutes including IITs and NITs. Around three lakh 
students are pursuing Higher Education and around 12 
lakh students are pursuing school education in the State. 
For the first time, we are going to oraganise “Gyan Kumbh” 
in Uttarakhand in September and October in which we are 
inviting 832 chancellors from across the country. We are 
also inviting education ministers, education secretaries 
and heads of all the premier institutions across the country 
in the conclave.”
“The Uttarakhand Government has recruited teachers 
through State Public Service Commission which resulted 
into improved attendance of students in the institutions 
of the State. The attendance increased to 68% from 47 
% within a short span of time. When we talk of Higher 
Education, we are talking about the future of the state and 
the nation. Our professors and teachers are capable and 
qualified enough to impart world class education if given 
the chance and facilities. I can see zeal in our teachers.”

“India is a young country with 65 percent  of its 
population under 35 and half the country’s population 
is under 25. Education is needed for the youth and 
country to grow, but due to lack of funds education 
institutes are suffering in the country with shortage 
of faculty and facilities. Country’s education institutes 
are  becoming more of ‘Education Industry’ by 
adopting smart classes and western culture but losing 
our traditions and culture. Similarly, the education 
policies are made sitting in Delhi by government on 
pan-India basis without knowing or verifying the 
culture of region or State.”
“Due to such policies Higher Education in Nagaland 
and other states has been neglected for far too long, 
this was one reason why students from Nagaland 
spend crores of rupees every year in pursuit of quality 
Higher Education outside the State. This underscored 
the need to revamp Higher Education in the State to 
impart quality education and to check huge money 
being drained to outside the state.”

Government SpeakerS
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Anju Sharma
Principal Secretary, Higher & Technical Education, 

Government of Gujarat

“By the time students start pursuing Higher education, 
most of their character is formed. Whenever anyone 
thinks about education, it is more to do with primary 
education and secondary education which is the root 
for Higher education. the country’s present Higher 

education system was aimed at creating machine out 
of human being and showcasing students as models for 

selling a product. Students are being taught learning 
books and instead of innovations. the Government in 

Gujarat is now focusing on innovations and start-ups at 
college-level.”

Dr A Ashok
Secretary and Commissioner, Board of Intermediate 

Education, Government of Telangana

telangana State Board of Intermediate education has 
around 10 lakh students. education in class 12 is 

very important as it helps students to give a direction 
to their  higher education. It acts as bridge between 

school education and Higher education. Class 12 is the 
stage at which if quality education is imparted, it helps 
them realise their dreams. We in telangana are trying 
to empower school students digitally. We are using 

Information Communication technology (ICt) education 
paradigm and it is acting as a game changer for teachers 

as well as for students.

Ashutosh A T Pednekar
Secretary, Higher Education and Commissioner College 

Education, Government of Rajasthan

“rajasthan Government is tying up with various companies 
and IGnoU for skill based development of students. It has 
already tied up with CISCo and microsoft for training of 
students and faculty from colleges in the State. Students 

will be awarded certificates on successful completion of the 
various courses. another pain point of rajasthan’s Higher 

education system is lack of faculty. In last couple of years, we 
have recruited more than 2,000 faculties resulting into 60 

percent increase in the number of faculties.”
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Anil D Sahasrabudhe
Chairman

All India Council for Technical Education

When we talk about School education and Higher 
education, we divide them into two segments but 

education is a continuous process. education begins 
when a child starts learning from his/her parents, 

brothers and sisters and goes to school then high school 
then intermediate, graduation and continues for whole 

life. education helps us to showcase our inert talents with 
the help of teachers and educators. 

Dr Manpreet Singh Manna
Director(PMSSS & SWAYAM), All India Council for 
Technical Education (AICTE), Ministry of Human 

Resource Development,  Government of India
the conferences like this are the best platform to discuss 

pain points of students and teachers as they are the 
most important stakeholders of education sector. the 

first thing any baby does just after his/her birth is 
crying. It is his/her way of communicating that I am 

hungry or sleepy to mother. the same communication is 
needed to influence students. 

U N Khaware
Additional Commissioner

Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan

We have established 1,200 kendriya vidyalyas so far 
including three abroad. almost 1.3 million students 
are studying in these schools. kendriya vidyalaya 
Sangathan has 25 regional offices and five zonal 

institutes of education and training. as a commom 
teaching-learning process followed by us at kendriya 

vidyalayas, teachers and books are the source of 
knowledge and students are at receiving end. one thing 

in this process is very important that the processes 
should always be interactive for effective learning. 

Ramanathan Ramanan
Secretary, Higher Education and Commissioner  
College Education, Government of Rajasthan

We have a world which is changing rapidly due to 
technology which is advancing at a scorching pace. the 

way we are experiencing the world is very different 
from the world it was experienced seven years ago. 3-D 
printers are revolutionising the way manufacturing is 

happening in the world. Cloud services are enabling you 
to reach the remotest corners of the world irrespective 

of the purposes. Whether it is knowledge delivery 
or access of knowledge, technology is helping the 

education sector to transform at a rapid rate.
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Augusto Montiel
Ambassador

Embassy of Venezuela
In  2000, every country in the world, their presidents 
and prime ministers agreed on 2,000 millennium goals 
for countries across the world to be at the same basic 
standard of living. those global goals also include one 
course of education under which the people will be 

nurtured with the basic reading and writing skills. other 
countries are supposed to plan and complete those 

developmental goals in 15 years whereas venezuela 
achieved those goals in only eight years. 

Ankit Bahl
Head-Trade & Innovation

Embassy of Estonia
estonian education system is among the top ranked 
education systems of the world. one of the possible 

reasons for such a good ranking is that the first thing 
students learn is the estonian language. after mastering 
this language, elementary school seems relatively easy 

to the students. From an early age, estonian school 
system offers a safe and positive learning environment 

encouraging both creativity and logical  thinking. 

Ralph Brenner
Industry Professional

Committee for Happiness, US, Dubai & India

there is greater value  in getting the happiness what 
you are doing rather than doing it again and again 

half-heartedly. I travelled more than 70 countries and 
learnt more about social-emotional learning. I convert 
my experience into study material which is being used 
in almost all the countries I visited. our material affects 
over 14 million children of nursery to class 12 in a year. 

We have also partnered with Delhi Government in its 
recently announced initiative “Happiness programme”.

Racquel Shroff
Group CEO, Global Education Solutions (GES), 

Melbourne, Australia

We work across the education spectrum from 
school to vocational and Higher education, research 

institutions and Government. We are trying to enhance 
employability outcomes as well as learning outcomes 

among young people. our mission is to empower every 
person irrespective of their background, to understand 

their potential and understand the changing world 
around them. 

InternatIonal SpeakerS
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Ryan Pinto
CEO

Ryan International Group of Institutions

at ryan group, our activities are done or planned keeping 
students or children at centre. education is not only about 

academics or getting good marks. We at ryan believe 
that emotional side of every child i.e. loving, caring and 

nurturing is taken care of. We support every student in our 
schools to improve their levels not only in studies but also 
in other activities. We feel proud whenever our students 
excel in studies but we feel equally proud whenever our 

kids perform in any other sector as well.

S P Singh
Former Member of the Legislative Council, Uttar 
Pradesh, and Founder Manager, Lucknow Public 

Schools (LPS) and Colleges
When I established the first branch of lucknow public 
School (lpS) in outskirts of lucknow, I thought it will be 
tough to run the school here. But the kind of talented 

students we got here was overwhelming. We also have a 
branch of our school at lakhimpur, a small town in Uttar 

pradesh. I feel proud to say that this year’s ISC topper 
is from that branch. So, India has great pool of talent 

irrespective of the location. the only thing is that we need 
to nurture that talent in the best possible way.

Grace Pinto
Managing Director

Ryan International Group of Institutions

If we educate one child, we will educate the whole 
family. this vision helped us to grow as one of India’s 

leading group of institutions, providing academic 
excellence to our students. We owe the group’s 

success to almighty God and our dedicated educators 
who are trained to channelise their energy and 

resources towards child-centered qualitative learning. 

Kunwar Shekhar Vijendra
Co-founder & Chancellor

Shobhit University

Shobhit University adopts the latest and innovative 
methodologies for studies. as a completely purpose-

built development, the campus is more compact 
than most similar institutions, with all major 

facilities easily accessible from a central parade.the 
University’s academic centers and programmes focus 
on education and research in specific disciplines and 
areas of study, and share the knowledge gained with 

the nation and the world.

key SpeakerS
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Divya Lal
Managing Director, Ebix Smartclass Educational 

Services pvt ltd

I urge all the policymakers and all the edu-leaders 
present here to rethink that is it really needed 

for our children to gather such huge amounts of 
information? the quantum of skills gathered against 
the quantum of information is really being skewed. 

We also take care of this thing while hiring the 
professionals at ebix. rather than giving them test, 

we crosscheck their skills to gather information.

Amol arora
Managing Director

Shemrock & Shemford Group of Schools

We have a chain of 625 preschools, primary schools, 
10+2 schools across India, nepal and Bangladesh. 

It helps in teaching learning process. We have been 
using smart class programme, audio-video supplement 

to help students. Backend infrastructure of our 
schools is all It-led. It is also helping on the front of 

safety and security of students. at the same time, we 
should not become over-dependent on technology.

Kavish Gadia
Founder & CEO

Stones2Milestones

It is very important to focus on reading habits of 
children as it helps them to explore more knowledge 
and also to remain ahead of their classmates. It also 
help students to crack various competitive exams 
like Cat and entrance test for various government 

jobs. We talk a lot about skilling the youth. reading 
with comprehension and analysis will help them to 

gain the skills at faster pace.

Indrani Maitra
VP, Sales

Indiannica Learning

In this fast paced world, the upcoming generations 
are very much glued to the materialism. We hand 
hold with them in the classrooms of today with 
our products so that they learn before they earn 

with our carefully curated content. our team 
reaches out to teachers to understand their needs 
that further results into customised workshops to 

improve teaching-learning processes.

InDUStry preSentatIonS
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Rittika Chanda Parruck
Assistant Director- Programmes North India,  

British Council

We work with education systems, teachers and 
learners with focus on outcomes. When we work 

with education systems, we work with things such 
as frameworks, standards, recognitions and capacity 
building at the level of collaboration. Working with 

teachers is a part of our capacity building initiatives. 
For learners, we create resources, assessments 
and all kind of support systems to improve their 

learning outcomes.

Ruchi Sethi
National Business Manager

Acer India

We are working with a lot of schools and digital 
solution providers in education sector. We are 
supporting them with our hardware to develop 
solutions that improves the education delivery 

mechanisms. We are also helping schools in 
setting up the classrooms based on the virtual 
reality (vr) which is the next level of teaching-

learning processes.

Trina Das
Founder & CEO

TAI School
We believe that unleashing the maximum potential in 
every child is one of the highest leverage actions we 

as a society can take to build a better future. We won’t 
stop until every student in our country graduates 

with clarity of concepts given not only in text books 
but also are ready to contribute to the world with the 

highest level of confidence.

Nancy Das
Associate Vice President - Client Relations

Univariety
a school is not only about classrooms and books. the 

school is about the experiences that your teacher 
brings in to make the curriculum come alive. another 

thing which is very important for a school is the 
wealth collected by every school year after year. this 

wealth is the alumni who completed their studies from 
kindergarten to class 12th or even completed one 
academic year in the school. It is very important to 

harness this wealth.
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Vineet Joseph Thomas
Senior Manager

Entab Infotech Pvt Ltd

entab Infotech was started two decades ago. 
We are serving around 1,200 schools across 
the globe. our major product is School erp 
management System. With the help of the 

software, the schools are meeting their goals and 
aspirations leading to the improved administration 
and better teaching-learning processes and well 

tracked financial transactions.

Teena Jayswal
National Business Alliances and Visitation Head, 

Kidzania

kidzania is all about real life experiences, where 
a child can decide to be a doctor, engineer, chef, 
radio jockey, fashion designer or pilot as per his 
/her orientation. “role playing” is the essence 

of kidzania experience. It is a childhood activity 
followed across the globe. It has the educational 

benefits which we also focus upon.

Vandana Varanjani
Product Manager and Nimran Grewal,  

Product Manager, The Ultimate Knowledge

nowadays, technology is everywhere. Smart board 
has taken the place of black board and stylus has 

replaced the chalk. the Ultimate knowledge (tUk) is a 
dynamic general awareness portal where information 

is uploaded in a click of a second and students can 
access it 24X7 on any platform, be it a tab, a mobile 

phone, a smart phone, a laptop or a desktop.

Amitava Sen
AVP-Digital

Indiannica Learning

our digital learning solution for Higher education 
focuses on two areas. one is research and the 

other one is employability. For research, we offer 
our customers a database and numerous tools to 
do different kind of assignments. the research 
database is part of our digital library solutions 

which is from encyclopedia Britannica.
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Anirban Dutta
COO

Digilend

We have built and offering an installment based 
fee collection platform to education industry. 

We are helping our customers to manage their 
cash flows. It is helping our customers in easy 

accessibility  to quality education. We are 
doing it by using the technology and artificial 

Intelligence (aI).

Dr Vinod Bhardwaj
State Nodal Officer, Innovation and Skill Development 
Programme, Commissionerate of College Education , 

Government of Rajasthan

In last one year, we have got good response 
from students towards the skill development 

initiatives by the State Government in rajasthan. 
Skill and vocational training is one of the biggest 

requirements among the youth. Students studying 
in Higher education institutes and universities must 
have been developed with some additional skills to 

make them employable.

Prateek Kumar
Chief Statistical Officer

Careers 360

as Jee main is going to be organised twice in a year, 
Careers360 has developed an artificial Intelligence 

based online platform that will cater to all the 
preparation related needs of aspiring students. It 
will help  all the students irrespective either they 

have enrolled in a coaching or not. It is helping the 
students with a time-table based preparation utilising 

their time in an effective way.

Vinod Vishwanathan
CEO

MeritTrac Services
nowadays, learning has changed. It is becoming 

more personal and learners like to learn at their own 
pace. learning is adaptive and continuous right now. 
to overcome these challenges, teachers have to be 

mentors and facilitators. In addition to that, the 
facilitators have to be as update as students. they 
must be aware about social learning and guide his 

students for achieving their goals.
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Nitesh Wadekar
Product Head

CloudWalker Streaming Technologies Pvt Ltd

Cloudwalker is an innovative tech company from 
mumbai. It is an Indian company building software for 
leD televisions. the company also offers customised 

solutions for education market with need kept in mind 
as well as security of school as another very important 

aspect. our solutions empower smart education and 
interactive learning.

Chocko Valliappa
Founder and CEO

HireMee

If you are studying in a college of a metropolitan 
city, your chances of getting a good job is one 
among 10 and if you are studying in college 

located in a rural area, your chances of getting a 
job is one among 5,000. We believe that there are 
very talented students in all these institutions. So, 

through Hiremee, we are trying to find talented 
students from every nook and corner of the country 

and help them shine.

Mahesh Soni
National Business Manager

BenQ India
We engage with education sector in this country through 

our display and projection solutions. this is one of our 
core businesses we are doing in Japan and asia pacific. 

Whether it is projector technology or integration of these 
technologies, we are the top brand. In education sector, 
we work more in developing display solutions with some 

of the most renowned schools of the country.

launching of digitallearnInG’s 150th issue at the summit
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Sarat Mandava
CEO

ekalasaala

our product helps the people to change their mind 
set. through ekalasaala we use technology to deliver 

the content. though there are products in the 
market that use better products than ours but we 

engage learners and through technology we deliver 
our content in an effective way. We offer personal 

approaches to the learner. the platform offers 
anywhere and anytime learning.

Shantanu Mishra
Manager Marketing - South Asia

Turnitin

as an organisation, turnitin is a worldwide leader 
when it comes to provide the formative feedback 

and similarity checking solutions. We have a 
repository of around 70 billion web pages across 

the Internet, one billion student submissions across 
the globe and around 170 million medical or Stem 
related articles. We are used by 30 million students 

of 140 countries across the globe.

Ankur Bansal
Co-Founder

Samagra

We work with the State Governments, with the 
Chief minister’s office, education minister’s office 
and with principal secretaries to bring systemic 

change in education sector. We work at three levels 
to bring that change. First is administration level i.e. 
working with the Government; second is academics 

i.e. working with schools and teachers, and third is at 
student level which is motivating them to embrace all 

the new changes.

Ayushi Bindal
COO

Saftykart

as the visionaries, we all take steps to safeguard 
our institutions’ premises. We focus on every single 

detail such as learning, development, grooming health 
and safety of the kids we nurture in our schools. as 
the number of working parents in India is increasing  
rapidly, the requirement for preschools and day care 
centres is also increasing  and so the concerns about 

their wards’ safety. products of Safetykart help schools 
to ensure the safety of kids in schools.
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Brijesh Karia
National Business Head

Robomate+
around three years ago, we conducted a survey with 
around 5,000 - 6,000 students. the revelations in the 

survey were very surprising. almost 70 percent students 
revealed that studying in schools is very beneficial as 

teachers are connected to us, they give examples, they 
create humour and many  more activities. But, at home 
it is very difficult to study at the same pace as there is 
no such connect which forced us to join a coaching or 

tuition. that is where robomate + help students to study 
in home the same  ways as of school.

Nellie Ahmed Tanweer
Founder & Managing Trustee

Maria’s Public School
maria’s public School is Guwahati’s one of the fastest 
growing schools. It offers opportunities to both boys 

and girls in educational development. the school 
is run by the maria’s public educational trust, an 

organisation duly registered under the trust act. the 
objective of the school is to provide an educational 
environment which will help its students to become 

useful, competent and conscious citizens of tomorrow.

Dr V K Verma
Director, Core Research Group

Former Vice-Chancellor, 
Rabindranath Tagore University

perspective of a university two-three decades 
back was to produce worthy citizens and talented 

professionals. In last two-three decades, things have 
changed as nowadays, perspective of university 
includes participation of stakeholders, academic 

environment along with many other factors.

Aditya Berlia
Co-Promoter, Apeejay Stya & Svran Group and  

Pro-Chancellor, Apeejay Stya University

I have been participating in conferences for 18 years. 
In those years we have seen  vision 2010, vision  

2015 and vision 2020 of the universities. now, we 
are talking about vision 2030. But we don’t need such 
long duration visions now. as these long term visions 
will restrict us from incorporating the much needed 

reforms at the most appropriate time.
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roUnDtaBle 

roundtable with (on the left) Higher education minister, Government of Uttarakhand, and (on the right) minister, Higher & 
technical education, Government of nagaland

roundtable with Government of rajasthan
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panel DISCUSSIon HIGHer eDUCatIon

academia - Corporate Interface in research & Development and Digital education

education for Human Fulfilment -- the emerging Global experiments & Innovations

roundtable with corporate
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Importance of ppp model in education

the Game Changer for Higher education Scenario

meeting the changing behaviour of student enrollment and the impact of technology

panel DISCUSSIon HIGHer eDUCatIon
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Hr panel Discussion -- Hr’s role in the Changing Scenario of employment, Innovation & entrepreneurship in new era

Self Directed professional Development of Students

the new age Disruptors of Global Business education

panel DISCUSSIon HIGHer eDUCatIon
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panel DISCUSSIon preSCHool

panel DISCUSSIon SCHool

preschool panel Discussion -- Dynamics of emotional Cognitive Social early learning (eCSel) & Growth opportunities for pre Schools

adjustment vs variety - 21st Century leadership Challenge

Setting Up an Indian schools in International markets and vice-versa -- Sharing Best practices in Global education & Investment opportunities
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panel DISCUSSIon SCHool

Building leadership and Innovation in k-12 education and training

Critical need for incremental innovation in education — India’s opportunity to mobilise policy and practice for rapid school improvement

How Co-curricular activities supplement and complement the curricular
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roUnDtaBle SCHool

Creative blending of traditional pedagogical approaches with digital contents and technology for school education

methodologies for planning and mapping student educational plans

Steam learning -- Fostering Innovation among Students by Inculcating technical and artistic traits
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Government

Leadership

madam Grace pinto, managing Director, ryan International 
Group of Institutions

Deepika arora, principal at lpS Delhi, getting award on 
behalf of Sp Singh, Founder & manager, lucknow public 
School & Colleges

naveen kumar Jain, mD, mahendras

national research Development Corporation (nrDC)

Dr a ashok, Secretary & Commissioner, Board of 
Intermediate education, Government of telangana

aditya Berlia, Co-promoter, apeejay Stya and Svran Group 
and pro-Chancellor , apeejay Stya University

Christopher prasad Haridass
Ceo, Bezalel Institute for Higher education pvt ltd

kavita rathor
Founder Director, Sanfort Group of Schools

Department of Higher and technical education, 
Government of rajasthan

maharashtra State Skill Development Society

representatives getting award on behalf of Shreevats 
Jaipuria, vice Chairman, Seth m r Jaipuria Schools and 
Jaipuria Institute of management

trina Das
Founder & Ceo, taI

aWarD Ceremony

a representative getting award on behalf of kiran maheshwari, 
minister for Higher & technical education, Sanskrit education 
and Science & technology, Govt of rajasthan
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pre schooL

little millennium education pvt. ltd. 

Safari kid 

Strawberry kidz 

oi playschool 

Superkidz @ Holy Heart 

aSpam preschool 

ranGolI pre SCHoolS 

Cambridge montessori preschool 

exceLLence in skiLL & vocationaL traininG

marg erp limited

mosaic Workskills pvt ltdSeg educational Group (p) ltd

IGCSm

mySchool, lucknow 

aWarD Ceremony
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schooL education

Bitty Balpan, ranchi kashmir Harvard educational Institute, Srinagar

maria’s public School, Guwahati akshara International School, Hyderabad Doon International School, Dehradun 

Sir padampat Singhania School, kanpur aSpam Scottish School, noida montfort Sr Sec School, nagpur 

ramagya School, noida 

aWarD Ceremony

Seth m r Jaipuria Schools 

JkG International School, vijay nagar, Ghaziabad

vibgyor Group of Schools 

Seth anandram Jaipuria School , Ghaziabad 

ryan International School, vasant kunj, new Delhi 

Jubilee Hills public School, Hyderabad 
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schooL education

Springdale High School, JorhatSatluj public School, panchkula Indraprastha International School, new Delhi

Sai International residential School, Bhubaneswar Sai International School, Bhubaneswar 

Gurukul the School, Ghaziabad m D International School, Bijnor

Seth anandram Jaipuria School , kanpur

Sanskar School , Jaipurthe Chintels School, kalyanpur, kanpur Sobtis public School, Green park Bareilly 

aWarD Ceremony
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hiGher education

apeejay Stya University 

UpeS, Dehradun

lovely professional University, phagwara

Shobhit University, meerut

apex professional University, pasighat

rabindranath tagore University, Bhopal

Shridhar University Shri vaishnav vidyapeeth vishwavidyalaya Himalayan University, Itanagar

Shri ram Group of Colleges, muzaffarnagar the Gate academy pvt. ltd., Bangalore adarsha College of engineering

Usha martin University, ranchi mangalayatan University, aligarh vinayaka mission University, Gangtok

aWarD Ceremony
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BenQ

acer India pvt ltdebix Smartclass ebix Smartclass

Jointeca education Solutions ltd.

mahendra educational pvt ltd, lucknow priyanka Classes, new Delhi

corporate 

ekalasaala (Srigajanan eslates pvt ltd)

School Handy

ttWreIS (telangana tribal Welfare residential educational
Institutions Society and ediQue Solutions private limited) 

tracknoW pvt ltd, (myskoolbus)

mentric Services private limited

aWarD Ceremony
hiGher education
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eXpo



The U.K. Concept Preschool Chain

Preschool  •  Nursery  • KG  • Day Care

TM

Education Department
Government of Gujarat


